
WORDS LETTERS BLACK 
OUT

Circle or Underline 
letters in a paragraph, 
That make a secret note.

EXAMPLE:

“Teacher was planning 
a celebration for the 
last day of school 
before Christmas. All 
the families were invited 
to come at two o’clock 
and bring refreshments 
to share. “Don’t worry, 
you can be home in 
time for milking.” she 
said. The students 
would provide the 
entertainment.”

-87, “JIP” Katherine 
Paterson

If you pick out the letters
iloveyourhair

Which says….
I love your hair

If you want to be extra 
tricky you add a cipher

Use the cipher
 A=B, B=C, C=D…

Pick out these letters
h kmud xmtq gzhq

After using the cipher
it would say
I love your hair

Circle or Underline words 
in a book. Write the page 
numbers in the order you 

want them to find the 
words.

EXAMPLE:
First I circled a word or 
group of words on pages 

of the book, “JIP” by 
Katherine Paterson, then 
wrote the page numbers 

in the order I wanted him 
to find the words.

78, 38, 39, 40, 86, 87(3), 84

My Husband found the 
following sentence in the 

book, using this code

My Love for you is 
too deep for words

If you want to be extra 
tricky instead of 

circling the word you 
could write the page 

number, the line 
number, and the number 
of how many words in.

EXAMPLE:
Instead of circling the 

word on page 38, I could 
write 38,23,8 which 

would mean the 38th 
page, 23rd line down the 

8th word in… which 
would be “LOVE”

This would be the 
hardest one of all.

Here you black out 
all the words and 
letters except the 
ones you want to be 
read. You wouldn’t be 
able to skip around 
pages like in words, 
and doing letters 

might get confusing, 
but it would be a fun 
challenge for those 
who are looking for 

one ;) 

It might more then a 
page to get a full 

sentence but I found 
a short EXAMPLE:

“She made him 
practice J-I-P on the 
borrowed slate and 
then W-E-S-T, since 
that was the name as 
Teacher had spelled 
it out. “You’re 
lucky,” she said.”
-84, “JIP” Katherine 

Paterson

“She made him 
practice J-I-P on the 
borrowed slate and 
then W-E-S-T, since 
that was the name as 
Teacher had spelled 
it out. “You’re 
lucky,” she said.”

Which leaves, I am Lucky



Here are three book marks with instructions, and three empty book 
marks to write your secret love note on. Print, cut out, and enjoy!


